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Abstract: This paper presents our hybrid approach using the D* algorithm for generating 
focal points on an optimal path for a robot operating with a map of the environment. These points 
are used by potential field based navigator. The robot’s sensor is able to measure arc costs in the 
vicinity of the robot, and the known and estimated arc values comprise the map. The paper 
describes the algorithm, illustrates its operation, presents our approach for implementation, and then 
concludes with a proof of operation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper describes a navigation system which integrates D* algorithm with a 

potential field navigation system. The advantage of such an approach is that D* (see [5] for 
a detailed description of the algorithm and the experimental results) works with a low 
resolution map of the environment to reduce the storage and processing requirements. It 
computes points on the optimal path toward the goal, points that are passed to a local 
navigator based on a potential field navigation algorithm [1]. This algorithm uses a high 
resolution local map, mainly to perform local obstacle avoidance and course following. The 
main reason is that it can be efficient especially in cluttered environments where the 
computational requirements for navigation only with D* can be extremely high [3].  Our 
goal was to extend the existing software architecture [4] for Pioneer 2 mobile robot to cope 
with requirements for dynamic environment path planning. 

  
1.1 D* Algorithm for optimal path planning 
D* uses an OPEN list to propagate information about changes to the arc cost 

function and to calculate path costs to states in the space. Every state X has an associated 
tag t(X), such that if X has never been on the list t(X)=NEW, if X is currently on the list 
t(X)=OPEN, and if X is no longer on the list t(X)=CLOSED. For each visited state X, D* 
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maintains an estimate of the sum of the arc costs from X to G given by the path cost 
function h(X). 

Given the proper conditions, this estimate is equivalent to the minimal cost from 
state X to G. For each state X on the OPEN list (i.e., t(X)=OPEN), the key function, k(X), is 
defined to be equal to the minimum of h(X) before modification and all values assumed by 
h(X) since X was placed on the OPEN list. The key function classifies a state X on the list 
into one of two types: a RAISE state if k(X)<h(X), and a LOWER state if k(X)=h(X). D* 
uses RAISE states on the OPEN list to propagate information about path cost increases and 
LOWER states to propagate information about path cost reductions. The propagation takes 
place through the repeated removal of states from the list. Each time a state is removed 
from the OPEN list, it is expanded to pass cost changes to its neighbors. These neighbors 
are in turn placed on the OPEN list to continue the process. 

States are sorted on the OPEN list by a biased f() value, given by fB(X,Ri), where X 
is the state on the OPEN list and Ri is the robot’s state at the time X was inserted or 
adjusted on the OPEN list. Let { }NRRR ,,, 10 …  be the sequence of states occupied by the 
robot when states were added to the OPEN list. The value of fB() is given by 

),(),(),( 0RRdRXfRXf iiiB += where f() is the estimated robot path cost given by  
),()(),( 1−+= iii RRgXhRXf  and d() is the accrued bias function. 

The function g(X,Y) is the focussing heuristic, representing the estimated path cost 
from Y to X. The list states are sorted by increasing fB() value, with ties in fB() ordered by 
increasing f(), and ties in f() ordered by increasing k(). Ties in k() are ordered arbitrarily. 
Thus, a vector of values ( ) ( ) ( )kffB ,,  is stored with each state on the list. Whenever a 
state is removed from the OPEN list, its f() value is examined to see if it was computed 
using the most recent focal point. If not, its f() and fB() values are recalculated using the 
new focal point and accrued bias, respectively, and the state is placed back on the list. 
Processing the fB() values in ascending order ensures that the first encountered f() value 
using the current focal point is the minimum such value, denoted by fmin.  

 
1.2 Potential field local navigator 
 
Figure 1 shows a high-level description of the navigation system, which consists of 

the global navigator D* and a potential field based local navigator. The whole system is 
integrated with existent robot software using Saphira functions. The client – server 
architecture already implemented on the robots provides the necessary background for 
implementing a high level navigation system. This background comprises functions for 
robot motion control and a local perceptual space which stores the available sonar readings 
and current robot configuration in space. The global navigator maintains a coarse-resolution 
map of the environment, consisting of a Cartesian lattice of grid cells. Each grid cell is 
labeled untraversable, high-cost, or traversable. The global navigator initially plans a 
trajectory to the goal and sends focal points on this trajectory to the local navigator which is 
responsible to steering commands to the robot controller.  

The local navigator treats the robot represented as a point in configuration space as 
a particle under the influence of an artificial potential field (U) whose local variations are 
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expect to reflect the structure of the free space [2]. U is constructed as a sum of two more 
elementary potential functions:  

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Navigation system diagram.   
 

( ) ( ) ( )qUqUqU repatt +=  (1) 
where ( )qU att  is the attractive potential associated with each focal point on the 

optimal trajectory toward goal configuration ( goalq ) and ( )qU rep  is the repulsive potential 
associated with the obstacle region. The attractive potential is defined as a parabolic well: 

( ) ( )qqU goalatt
2

2
1 ρζ ⋅⋅=  (2) 

 with ζ a positive scaling factor and ( )qgoalρ  denoting the Euclidean 
distance goalqq − .  

 
Thus the robot is attracted toward each of the focal points ( goalq ) on the path with a 

force: 
( ) ( ) ( )goalattatt qqqUqF −−=∇−= ζ  (3) 

The repulsive potential is defined as follows: 
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where η  is a positive scaling factor, ( )qρ denotes the distance from q  to the C-
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( ) '
'

min qqq
Cq

−=
∈ β

ρ  (5) 

and 0ρ is a positive constant, the distance of influence of the C-obstacles. The 
function repU  is positive or null, tends to infinity as q  gets closer to the C-obstacle region 
and is null when the distance of the robot’s configuration to the C-obstacle region is grater 
than 0ρ . 

If  βC  is a convex region with a piecewise differentiable boundary, ( )qρ  is 
differentiable everywhere in the free space freeC . The artificial repulsive force deriving from 

repU  is: 
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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If cq  is the unique configuration in βC  that is closest to q , i.e. that 

achieves ( )qqq c ρ=− , the gradient ( )qρ∇  is a unit vector pointing away from βC  and 
supported by the line passing through cq  and q .  

Using the potential field approach, at every configuration q , the artificial force 

( )qF  determines the acceleration, and by knowing the dynamics of the mobile robot it is 
possible to compute the forces / torques that should be delivered by the actuators at each 
instant, so that the robot behaves as a particle in a force field.  

 
 
Figure 2. Gradient vector of the combined artificial potential field repatt UU + . 
 
2.  IMPLEMENTATION & RESULTS 
 
The approach presented in this paper is to construct the path as a product of 

successive path segments, starting at the initial configuration initq , and the goal 
configuration is the focal point delivered by the D* algorithm, which lies on the optimal 
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path toward the final configuration. Each segment is orientated along the negated gradient 
of the potential function computed at the configuration attained by the previous segment.  

Let iq  and 1+iq  be the origin and the extremities of the ith segment in the path. Let 
( ) 3,,1, …=jqx ij  be the coordinates of iq . The coordinates of the configuration 1+iq  are: 

( ) ( ) ( )ijiijij qtqxqx ⋅+=+ δ1  (7) 
with iδ  denoting the length of the ith increment (measured with the Euclidian metric 

of R2) and the unit vector: 

( ) ( )
( )i

i
i

qF
qFqt =  (8) 

For a planar object: 
( ) ( ) )2,0[,,,, 2

321 πθ ×ℜ∈= yxxxx  
with x and y being the coordinates of the robot’s reference point at q , and θ  being 

the angle (modulo π2 ) between the  x-axes of the reference frame and the frame attached 
to the robot. Then: 
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iδ  should be taken smaller than the Euclidian distance between current and goal 
configuration, usually taken equal to some small predefined constant. 

A number of modifications were made to D* to adapt it to an actual robot system. 
As the robot drives toward the goal, its sensors scan the terrain in front of the robot. The 
local navigator processes this sensor data to find obstacles and sends the (x,y) locations of 
detected obstacles (untraversable cells) to D* at regular intervals. Additionally, local 
navigator sends (x,y) locations of cells known to be devoid of obstacles (traversable cells). 
Since the D* map is used to represent a global area, its grid cells are of coarser resolution 
than local navigator’s (i.e., 1 meter versus 0.2 meter). If an obstacle is added to a previously 
empty map cell or all of the obstacles are deleted from a previously obstructed cell, then 
this constitutes a significant event within D* since a traversable cell becomes an 
untraversable cell or an untraversable cell becomes a traversable cell, respectively. The C-
space expansion provides some buffering to keep the robot away from obstacles. Additional 
buffering in the form of a high-cost field leads to better performance. The idea is to 
penalize the robot cost-wise for passing too close to an obstacle, causing the robot to 
approach obstacles only when open space is unavailable. We have conducted our 
experiments in both simulation and real-life indoor environment. For D* algorithm the 
Euclidian metric was used as focusing heuristic. The focal points for the obstacle avoidance 
routine (potential field) were selected to be equidistant on the optimal path generated by 
D*. The system uses all available prior map data to plan a route to the goal, and then begins 
to follow that route using its ultrasonic rangefinder to examine the terrain in front of the 
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robot for obstacles. If a discrepancy is discovered between the sensor data and the map, the 
map is updated and a new, optimal path is planned to the goal.  

Figure 3 shows a run of D* algorithm over a cluttered environment, represented as a 
rectangular grid. ( Black cells – untraversable; Light gray – low cost; Dark gray – high 
cost). 

 
Figure 3. Results of D* algorithm: optimal path and cell expansion. 

 
3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This paper describes a navigation system for goal acquisition in partially unknown 

environments. The system uses all available prior map data to plan a route to the goal, and 
then begins to follow that route using its ultrasonic rangefinder to examine the terrain in 
front of the robot for obstacles. If a discrepancy is discovered between the sensor data and 
the map, the map is updated and a new, optimal path is planned to the goal. In the near-
term, a number of improvements will be made to minimize unnecessary processing and 
increase overall system speed. We plan to improve the performance of local navigator in 
terms of speed and maximum range in order to support higher robot speed. 
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